
 

I-Doser’s 5th installment, V5 Premium features 232 new and unique doses along with the 150 original doses from I-Doser.com
that you know and love. With 60+ psychedelic, 10+ medical, and 18 music doses in its vast library of brain-bending audio
experiences, this has got to be one of the most extensive collections on the market. Complex soundscapes provide an acoustic
experience so detailed it will leave you feeling like you’ve been teleported elsewhere. It takes the I-Doser concept to a whole
new level, placing you in a different world. V5 Premium by far has the largest sound library to date with 232+ doses. Audio
enhancements include:

Version 1.1 : 3 new doses, 1 re-dose and removed all record-length limits!

Amphetamine – Experience being on speed. High energy, enhanced focus and concentration, increased drive and motivation to
accomplish things quickly without focusing too much on the task itself. Psychedelic – A psychedelic dose makes your mind
expand into a world where you’re less self-aware and more focused on your surroundings. Music can be extremely enhanced by
experiences such as this one. Hallucinogen – I-Doser V5 Premium delivers a hallucinogenic experience through its audio. The
music is the most important aspect of the immersive effect, but it’s not all about that. You’ll be taken to another world that has
you in awe. Mindmelter – Mindmelter is a mind-altering experience for this dose. There are no words to describe it, but you will
feel something completely different from anything else out there. Circadian Rhythms – Circadian Rhythms is a great sleep aid if
you have trouble falling asleep at night or are just generally tired all the time. It helps with your circadian rhythms to get you
ready for your day. Medical – The medical doses within the V5 Premium collection contains doses that are geared towards
helping with specific situations. These are great when you really need something like them in your life. Music – Experience
music in ways you never thought possible. Doses like this feature artists working in the field of binaural audio which is an
incredible way to enjoy music in a different way than most people are used to experiencing it. It’s really like listening to two
separate albums at once that when combined create one beautiful experience. It can be very relaxing or invigorating depending
on the artist you choose. Blockchain – Feel as though you’ve been transported back in time with a dose from the blockchain.
Enjoy a walk through history and learn about events that took place thousands of years ago and discover all there is to know
about events that led to the modern world we know today. Cerebral – When you purchase V5 Premium, this dose is included for
free. It’s very cerebral and will leave you with an altered perception of reality.
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